
Laminate-Clad 
Interior Doors

The threshold of integrated design. 
Thanks to design innovations in print production and finish technologies,  

Wilsonart Laminate provides surfacing possibilities like you’ve never seen 

before. Our high pressure decorative laminates (HPL) are substantially more 

sophisticated and detailed than low-pressure laminates, offering subtle textures 

and dynamic contrast. With hundreds of vibrant colors, abstracts, metallics, and 

realistic woodgrains to choose from, we’re able to offer versatile door cladding 

to fit a variety of specifications. Still can’t find what you want? Wilsonart® Custom 

Laminates make it possible to design your own surfaces for special projects.

EDUCATION
Wilsonart Laminate is resistant to fingerprints and smudges. Best of all, Wilsonart 

Laminate has received GREENGUARD® certification for Children & SchoolsSM, 

ensuring no harmful emission into the environments where children spend their time.

HEALTHCARE
Easy maintenance is the hallmark of Wilsonart Laminate. New AEON™ Enhanced 

Performance technology gives Wilsonart premium laminate designs improved 

resistance to scratch, scuff, and wear.

Wood options that go with 
the grain. When consistency is crucial, 

Wilsonart’s woodgrain designs deliver beauty 

as well as consistency throughout projects. The 

Wilsonart Finegrain (#78) finish lends both the 

look and feel of realistic wood textures. New 

Linearity (#18) finish enhances both wood and 

metal looks with a subtle, linear texture.

Unlock the possibilities.

Open yourself up to new opportunities.
Wilsonart® Laminate offers countless possibilities all waiting for you to explore. Best of all, having those ideas 

realized is easy thanks to the many exceptional U.S. manufacturers who can supply Wilsonart Laminate-clad 

interior doors that perfectly meet your needs, no matter what they are. Which means you don’t just get style and 

function with Wilsonart, you get durable, easy to maintain products that satisfy your needs and fit your designs 

each and every time.

For more information on Wilsonart Laminate, call 800-433-3222 or visit wilsonartcontract.com.
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Welcome to never-ending, 
ever-evolving design opportunity. 

At Wilsonart, we believe that doors have to deliver not just function, but style. That’s why 

our customers use tested and trusted Wilsonart® Laminate to provide you with endless 

possibilities and the design flexibility you not only want, but need for interior doors. So 

whatever your project, whether it’s education, healthcare, hospitality, entertainment, retail, 

or office environments, Wilsonart Laminate-clad interior doors provide meaningful style and 

maximum function.

HOSPITALITY 
Wilsonart Laminate-clad interior doors are perfect for hospitality settings, 

offering flawless consistency.

CORPORATE / INDUSTRY
Easy to clean and maintain, Wilsonart Laminate-clad interior doors 

provide a lower long-term cost as compared to other surfacing options, 

making them an ideal choice for office environments. 

No matter the color, it always starts out green.

We know you’re concerned about your impact on the environment. We are, too. That’s why 

all Wilsonart Laminate is made with materials from renewable resources and contain recycled 

or recovered fiber content. Awarded GREENGUARD® Indoor Air Quality and Children & Schools 

Certifications, our laminates emit no harmful or potentially irritating contaminates in the indoor 

environment. By using Wilsonart Laminate in your interiors, you may be eligible for the following 

LEED credits: Materials & Resources: Recycled Content (MR4), Local/Regional Materials (MR5), 

Renewable Resources (MR6), Certified Wood (MR7), Indoor Environmental Quality; and Low-

Emitting Materials (IEQ 4.1 and 4.4). Wilsonart offers FSC solutions. Ask us about availability.

 FACE MATERIAL PERFORMANCE:

NEMA LD 3, 2006 Standards Wilsonart HPL LPL

3.8 Ball Impact Resistance  
Scope: This test measures the  
ability of high pressure  
decorative laminate to resist  
fractures due to impact by a  
polished stainless steel ball,  
weighing 224 ± 3 grams.

50" minimum 58–66" 
(exceptional impact performance)

15"

3.13 Wear Resistance  
Scope: This test measures the  
ability of the surface of high  
pressure decorative laminate to  
resist abrasive wear-through of  
the decorative layer.

400 cycles  
minimum

700–1,000 cycles  
solids, patterns, or woodgrains  
(exceptional wear performance)

400–500 cycles  
solid colors; 125–150 cycles,  
patterns, or woodgrains

AWI 8th Edition, Section 1300 Face Material Recognized as quality standard Not recognized

WDMA I.S. 1-A  
Quality Standards

Face Material Standard LD 3, 2006 Must meet LMA, latest edition,  
Voluntary Product Standards and  
Typical Physical Properties of  
Decorative Overlays.

We’re not saying that Wilsonart Laminate is better.
We’re showing you.
Wilsonart Laminate not only looks better when new, it looks new longer. Unlike low-pressure decorative 

laminates (LPL) or high-maintenance wood veneers, Wilsonart Laminate comprises layers of resin-coated 

kraft paper topped with a high-fidelity printed decor layer, all fused under high heat and pressure for an 

hour. This process creates a surface that is both durable and decorative, consistent from run to run and 

available immediately from local inventories. Wilsonart Laminate is manufactured to strict specifications by 

manufacturers who appreciate the reliability, high performance, and impact resistance of the HPL surface. 

HPL
Wilsonart Laminate provides impact and wear 

resistance to the surface of interior doors. 

Additionally, AEON Enhanced Performance 

technology lends added scratch/scuff resistance 

to the surfaces of Wilsonart premium designs.

LPL and Wood Veeners
Low-pressure or “direct pressure” surfaces feature a resin-

treated decor layer applied directly to the substrate of a 

door, resulting in a more fragile surface (sample below). 

Another option, real wood veneers, can be costly and 

inconsistent from lot to lot, presenting potential delays in 

installation and problems with finishing. Rare veneers are 

often hard to source and may be costly. 

Environmental 
Responsibility 
Wilsonart Laminate wood-

grain designs are made using 

renewable and recycled forest 

resources, meaning you can 

obtain the exotic and rare 

wood looks you desire with-

out harming the environment.

SCS-COC-002514
FSC Supplier


